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introduction
what you may expect from this booklet

What are we offering you?

This booklet would like to guide you through
the history of religion in Kazan, choosing an
approach somewhat different from those
commonly used in textbooks or city guides:
We would like to invite you on a tour around
Kazan, visiting a number of the city’s mosques, churches, and monasteries. Each of
these buildings has its own past, which you
may explore in our booklet. But it is not only
buildings that provide insight into the past,
this booklet also gives voice to inhabitants
of Kazan who share their own personal experiences with you. We hope that, by visiting
the historical sites and reading the booklet,
you will get a vivid and unique impression
of the colorful history that Kazan’s two main

The project members from Kazan and Tübingen
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religious communities can look back on.

the

We concentrate on the history of Muslims

situation (p. 6-9), followed by an outline of

and Orthodox Christians in the Soviet pe-

Soviet antireligious policy (p.10-13). This

riod, especially in the 1950s and 1960s.

policy’s impact on the religious buildings

The Muslim and Orthodox communities

and their development is treated individu-

in Kazan, almost equal in size, have both

ally for each building on pages 14 to 37.

suffered from various anti-religious provi-

Visiting the buildings sequentially will guide

sions the Soviet state issued against them.

you on a tour around the city. The booklet’s

Our project, a student undertaking titled

next section, p.38-43, is dedicated to our

“Regional Memory in Kazan: Christian and

interviewees’ memory: It tells you how they

Muslim Remembrance of the Soviet Period”,

now remember the anti-religious policies,

asks how believers and atheists remem-

what religious life used to be like in So-

ber the history of religion in that time, and

viet times and how the buildings played a

what religious life in Kazan is like today. In

role in all of this. Finally, young Christians

October 2007 we, seven undergraduate or

and Muslims describe their religious life in

graduate students from Kazan and Tübin-

Kazan at the beginning of the 21st century

gen, interviewed 25 elderly inhabitants of

(p.44-45). We hope you enjoy our booklet

Kazan and young Muslims and Christians.

and gain new insights into Kazan’s history.

city’s

history

and

its

present-day

During the conversations we spoke about
our interviewees’ memories, about religious buildings and their role in past and present and about today’s relations between
Christians and Muslims – you are invited to
learn about all this and more in our booklet.
As an introduction to the city of Kazan,
the booklet starts with brief articles about
5

KAzAN
city of two major RELIGIONs

The city of Kazan, capital of the Autonomous
Republic of Tatarstan, is located about 750
kilometers to the east of Moscow. Kazan
is the center of Russian Islam, in 2005
Europe’s biggest mosque was opened
there, the Kul Sharif Mosque. The famous
Kazan State University (founded in 1804),
one of Russia’s oldest universities, has a
special significance for the city: thanks
to this university, Kazan has been a center for education and knowledge for more
than 200 years now. Among others, Lev
Tolstoi and Vladimir Lenin studied in Kazan.
Kazan State University

Right: Kul Sharif Mosque inside the Kremlin
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HISTORY. Kazan was officially founded lation steadily increased, and hit the one
in 1005. The earliest human settlements, million mark in 1979. Nowadays, there are
however, can be dated back to the Bron- about 1.1 million people living in Kazan.
ze Age. In the 11th century, the city, then The
an important trading center, was located (52%),
at the northern border of the Volgabul- (2%);

main

Russian
Ukrainians,

garian Empire. The Golden Horde con- ethnicities
quered the area in the 13th century; Kazan was part of the Horde’s empire until
it became capital of the Khanate Kazan in
1438. Ivan the Terrible conquered the city
in 1552 and it was incorporated into the
Russian Empire. The famous Saint Basil’s
Cathedral on the Red Square in Moscow
was erected in memory of this conquest.
In 1918, after the Bolsheviks had taken over
the city, about 60,000 of its 200,000 inhabitants left Kazan. The people only returned
to their homes in the 1930s. Kazan’s popu-
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ethnic

form

groups

(38%),

are

and

Bashkirs
small

Tatar

Chuvash

and

other

minorities.

»take as much as sovereignty as you can swallow«
Boris Yeltsin 1990

politics.

The

Republic

of

Tatarstan, several privileges. It has to transfer a smal-

strengthened by its economic success, clai- ler part of its revenues (coming mostly from
med a special position among the subjects oil production) to the center than other reof the Russian Federation for a number of gions, and Moscow financially supported
years: Following a referendum in 1992, the construction of Kazan’s metro, another
Tatarstan rejected regular membership illustration of Kazan’s privileged status. It
in the Russian Federation and instead de- was only thanks to this support that the
clared itself a sovereign republic within metro could be completed just in time for
Russia. Moscow was willing to accept this Kazan’s millennium anniversary in 2005.
declaration under the condition that all
further efforts to reach indepedence be renounced. When the government in Kazan
suspended all payments to Moscow and
started autonomously selling oil, Moscow
decided to take more decided measures:
Tough

negotiations

about

Tatarstan’s

position within the Russian Federations
followed. Finally, in 1994 both parties signed a treaty settling the relations between Moscow and Kazan. Tatarstan is now
part of the Russian Federation, but enjoys
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» OPIUM For the people«
or the history of Religion(s) in soviet KAzAN

„EITHER GOD OR PARTY“
Iosif, one of our interview partners, describes the antagonism between communism and religion with these words.
Communism and religion – the „opium
for the people“, as Lenin once said – are,
according to Marxism-Leninism, incompatible. The history of religion in the Soviet Union makes this very clear, as the
socialist state attempted vigorously to
eliminate religion from the daily life of
its citizens, at times even using force.

Anti-religious cartoon in the regional newspaper
Sovetskaia Tatariia (15.12.1960)
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Right: St. Nicolas Cathedral in Soviet Times
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Religion after the Revolution. Im- Many were shot or sent to camps during collmediately following the revolution of Octo- ectivization. Also, the state undertook meaber 1917, the Bolsheviks began persecuting sures and issued prohibitions against religiclerics and ordinary believers. Furthermo- ous rites and customs that were traditionalre, a number of legislative provisions re- ly very important in many people’s everyday
stricted the population’s religious practi- life. Following the outbreak of World War
ces. The late 1920s and early 1930s saw the II, the harsh anti-religious measures eased
closure of most religious buildings; many for the time being. In Kazan, the St. Nicowere destroyed altogether, others used in las Cathedral was re-opened for believers.
ways different from their original function.
Accordingly, most buildings of the city’s diverse religious groups were closed during
that time, thus nearly all the mosques and
churches in Kazan, traditionally centers of
Orthodox and Muslim life. They lost their
original purpose and were, to name only
a few examples, henceforth used as planetaria, archives or factories. The Stalinist
terror affected not only buildings, however, but also clergymen and all other active
members of the religious communities:
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Religion during the Thaw. This rela- about anti-religious policies of the Khrushtively calm period ended when Nikita Khrush- chev era. For assertive communists, religichev came to power. The period of his re- on had been replaced by the new ideologime, the so-called “Thaw” (1956-1964), is gy: “For them Lenin was God. That was the
generally considered a rather liberal period communist

faith,”

Iosif

says.

Genna-

of Soviet history, although the government in dii, a former communist and convinced
1958 started new anti-religious campaigns. atheist, remembers: “I had this faith (in
This renewed “battle against religion” was communism). And I still believe in it tofought mainly in the realm of propaganda, day. Mankind cannot survive otherwise.”
for the most part refraining from the use
of open force. Countless articles and essa- Religion

in

present-day

kazan.

ys – of satiric, polemic, or pseudo-scientific Communism, however, nowhere near renature – strived to “unmask” religion as a placed religion: Religion did not disappear
harmful illusion and called for anti-religious from everyday life, seventy years of offiagitation. Schools, universities, and facto- cial atheism notwithstanding, and even exries featured anti-religious education, and perienced a strong revival after the end of
atheistic lectures or discussions were being the Soviet Union. Today, new mosques and
organized throughout the country. Taken churches are being erected all over Kazan,
together, these measures created a public part of the city’s youth regularly visits the
atmosphere that left no room for religion. religious buildings and strives for religi“It just wasn’t a time of religion back then,” ous education at the madrasahs (Muslim
as Munira, one of the interviewees, recoll- theological colleges) or Sunday schools.
ects the situation. “The ideology was like
that” or “politics just worked that way,” as
our interview partners answer when asked
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THE BUILDINGS
between politcs and faith
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cathedral of the annunciation
(Blagoveshchenskii Sobor) in the Kremlin of Kazan
A

Cathedral

turning

into

a rers who were working in the church during

Military Zone... The Annunciation Ca- the perestroika years, remember that the
thedral, founded on October 4, 1552, on cathedral was in a terrible condition. Nikoan order of Tsar Ivan the Terrible, was lai Sorkatyi, one of the conservators of the
the metropolitan cathedral of the Kazan Annunciation Cathedral, shares his impresdiocese until the Revolution. During the Bol- sions: “In the beginning, water was trickling
shevik capture of Kazan in September 1918, on the walls and parts of the ceiling had
the cathedral was subject to intense fighting toppled in. The stucco had come down in
and its five cupolas were destroyed. From some places and one could see the bricks.”
September 1918 to May 1919, the Cathedral
was closed and sealed, because the Bolshe- Better times with Perestroika. In
viks used the Kremlin as a military camp. Ho- the course of the restoration works of the
wever, the authorities allowed to rescue the 1970s and 1980s the exterior of the Annunmost revered icons and sacred items from ciation Cathedral was almost completely rethe cathedral, including the shrine of Arch- constructed, leaving only the bell tower to
bishop Gury. Alexander, choirman of the An- be resurrected. Valerii Kosushkin, one of the
nunciation Cathedral, describes the events: conservators, looks back: “When we started
“Our priest in the cathedral told us a lot to lift up the cupolas, old women brought
about closure of the churches, about what us food: fried fish from the Volga and other
was going on. He said that the churches were such things.” Other restorers also remember
just taken away. The same thing happened
with the Annunciation Cathedral: Red troops
occupied the Kremlin, proclaimed it a military zone and ordered all to leave the area.”
… and into an Archive. In the years
from 1920 to 1925 the Cathedral was reopened, but in September 1925 it was ultimately closed and transferred to the National Archive as a storehouse for archive
documents. Thanks to this usage, the fresco
paintings partly survived. However, resto16

how Kazan’s inhabitants supported them feasts. As for the other days, the catheduring their work: “People did their best to dral is open for visitors as a museum.
help us. They tidied up the premises after
work and cleaned up all the dust, so that Address.

Annunciation

everything would be neat by the time the goveshchenski

Sobor)

in

Cathedral
the

(Bla-

Kremlin.

painter came.” Nikolai Sorkatyi remembers:
“As the restoration of the cathedral began
and the archive had been moved to other
buildings, some old women, believers, started coming to the cathedral. They cared for
the building’s fate. Local TV and journalists
permanently visited the site; we were often
shown on local channels. As this was a major project – the Kremlin, I mean – even the
local authorities frequently came and were
interested in the progress of our work.”
Today, the cathedral is open for believers, but services are held only on holy

Contemporary view of the Annunciation Cathedral.
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Monastery of St. John the Baptist (IoannoPredtechenskii Monastyr)

Toilets in the place of crosses.
The monastery was founded by St. Her- apartments at St John’s Monastery. I went
man about 1564. In 1918, it became there once to see a woman who, like myseat of the Diocesan administration af- self, visited St. Nicholas Cathedral, but who
ter

the

Bolsheviks

had

expelled

the was ill and too weak to walk. I came to her

administration from the Kremlin, their earlier and saw how everything was segmented.”
residence. The monastery was closed ten years later, and its buildings ame to be used as Return with difficulties. The mona-

kommunalki – communal apartments with stery was returned to the Kazan diocese
two or more families sharing bathroom and only in 1992. The appendant church was
kitchen to feature a “socialist way of life.” reconstructed, and by now the other builOlga, a young visitor of the monastery, de- dings are being restored as well. A conserscribes life in the monastery in the Soviet vator of the monastery, Valerii Kosushkin,
period: “In the 1960s there were apart- remembers with bitterness the shape the
ments here, a sort of communal dormitory. building was in: “The buildings were in a
People lived in the entire place. People who deplorable state. Everything was awfully
used to live here remember that even in the run down. The bell-tower was burnt, you
monastery’s shop, where services had ta- can still see the fire’s marks. It was restoken place earlier, there were several apart- red, I myself took care of the restoration of
ments. It really was a horrible spot. On the the tower and the platform, while my stusite where a Holy Cross is now erected, dents reconstructed the floor.” In our days,
there used to be toilets and dumps.” Con- the monastery is open and the monks living
temporaries still remember the time when there regularly hold services – while the rethe premises of the monastery were divi- storation works are still being continued.
ded and adapted to be used as apartments.
Boris, now working in the National Muse- Address. Monastery of St. John the Baptist
um of Tatarstan, tells us: “I still remem- (Ioanno-Predtechenskii
ber the time when there were communal Baumana 2.
18

Monstyr).

Ulitsa

Monastery of St. John the Baptist after Perestroika
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St. Nicolas Cathedral (Nikolskii Sobor)

Early Beginnings. St. Nicolas Cathedral
is an entire complex composed of the Nikolo-Nisskaia and Pokrovskaia Churches,
a bell tower and some administrative buil- Baptisms in the Cathedral. Boris, who
dings. In 1565 on the spot where the St. used to work in the St. Nicolas Cathedral as
Nicholas Cathedral is located, a wooden a guard, remembers: “People went to grechurch in honor of St. Nicholas Borovsky at lengths to have their children baptized.
was erected. At the end of 17th centu- When I was born (shortly after the Second
ry it was replaced by the Nikolo-Nisskaia World War), it was easy: The grandmother
Church, this one already made from stone. simply brought the child to the church and
paid some money. Later, they required rethe church turning into a cathe- gistration. Both parents had to come to the
dral. The church was closed in 1930. church, bring their passports and the birth
During the time of the Archbishop Germo- certificate, and only then could the child be
gen, however, the church’s administration baptized. All knew that those parents had
succeeded in convincing the government their child baptized. They were summoned
to permit its re-opening. When the church to the local committee, where the officials
was in fact re-opened in 1946, it was imme- said to them: ‘You are in the Komsomol,
diately awarded the status of a cathedral. comrade, how can you do this?’ TherefoWhen asked which churches used to be re, people started letting their children be
open in Soviet times, contemporaries usu- christened in secret. The grandmother coally remember the St. Nicolas Cathedral, mes to the church, she knows the priest
because it had been the center of Orthodox and he tells her: ‘Bring the child, we will
life in Kazan for many years. The cathedral, baptize it, but we won’t register it anylocated at the foot of the Kremlin, became where.’ When I was working as a guard in
a vital symbol of Orthodox faith not only the St. Nicolas Sobor, I always tried to help
to Kazan’s citizens but also to its visitors. people who had travelled to Kazan from
20

afar to have their children baptized. I took study

the

fundamentals

of

Orthodox

the risk, told the priest that they were ac- Christianity. For them, the St. Nicolas Caquaintances of mine – even if I didn’t know thedral is not only a symbol of faith, but
them at all –, and that ‘they want to bap- also the place where their religion was
tize their child’.” Secret baptisms were ap- able to survive regardless of all perseparently the only way to be christened be- cutions and prohibitions, a holy place.
cause of the state’s anti-religious policies.
symbolizing

today´s

religiosity.

Nowa- Address:

days, there is a Sunday school in the ca- kolskii

St.

Sobor).

Nicolas
Ulitsa

Cathedral
Baumana

(Ni5.

thedral, where both children and adults
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Peter and Paul’s Church (Petropavlovskii Sobor)

But it wasn’t an official tourist attraction, the
A Church for the Tsar. The Peter
and Paul’s Church was built from 1723 to
1726 on the order of Ivan Mikhailev, a merchant from Kazan. He wanted to honor Peter the Great with this church: The tsar had

people just came into the rooms where we were
working and asked whether they could look
around. Everybody who wanted to could take
a look and even touch everything. Some people crossed themselves. But not very many.”

visited the merchant on his way to Persia.
First floor: Archive and Workshop.
During Soviet times the cathedral remained
open until 1939. After its closure, it was
declared a monument of architecture. The
Party’s archive was initially accommodated
in the building; since 1945 the restoration
workshops of Tatarstan’s State Museum occupied the church’s upper floor. The main
church on the first floor was closed to the
visitors. However, Svetlana Mamleeva, who
worked as a conservator at the Peter and
Paul’s Church, remembers: “On the first
floor there was a restoration workshop. The
seven-tier iconostasis – which is, by the way,
the second largest iconostasis in Russia –
was nevertheless in a good state. Moreover,
quite a lot of tourists came to the church.
Timless: The church´s bell tower
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Ground floor: Planetarium. A plane- there, ate and drank.” The conservators who
tarium was located on the church’s ground took care of the restoration remember the
floor and for a long time, people in fact church’s shape: “Everything was very dirty.
thought the church to be a planetarium, rather Some smoked in the chancel, there was a
than a religious building. Galina remem- pool table there and people actually played
bers: “When they

closed the Peter and pool. In the lower church’s chancel, there

Paul’s Church and opened a planetarium even was a toilet room with sewage pipes.”
there, we, children, naturally didn’t care
about it. But believers were really sad.” Na- Planetarium

or

Church?

The

tasha, who works in the church and sells end of 1980s saw a large public camcandles, describes: “I remember very well paign for the return of the cathedral to
how I visited the planetarium. But I didn’t believers. This was a decisive event for
think about the fact that it was a church. May- the diocese of Kazan. In 1989, the authorities
be this was because of our upbringing, or of the city and Republic finally announced
because I was very interested in astronomy.” giving back the cathedral to the Orthodox
Christians. Nowadays, the cathedral has
Working in the Altar. The Cathedral been fully restored and is open for visitors.
had always been a national monument and
was thus formally protected by the state. Its Address. Peter an Paul´s Church (Petrointerior nevertheless significantly changed pavlovskii Sobor). Ulitsa M. Dzhalila 21.
during the years when it accommodated
workshops and the planetarium. Svetlana
Mamleeva remembers: “A pool table was
set right behind the iconostasis. My workplace was in the Royal Doors. We worked
in the chancel where women are not permitted at all. This was actually a sin, also
because we celebrated different holidays
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Mardzhani Mosque (Mechet Mardzhani)
Kazan’s oldest mosque. This mosque,
the oldest one in Kazan, was erected in 1766
to 1770 after Catherine II had lifted the ban
on building mosques in the region. It was
the first mosque to be built ever since Ivan
the Terrible had conquered Kazan in 1552.
The mosque bears its name in honor of Shigabuddin Mardzhani (1818-1889), a prominent Islamic scholar and mullah, who served
as imam in the mosque from 1850 to 1889.
A center of Muslim faith in Soviet
Kazan... Mardzhani is the only mosque in
Kazan that was open and used as a mosque
during the entire Soviet period, thus turning
it into a center of the city’s Islamic religious
life. In the years from 1939 to 1991, it was
even the only working mosque in the entire city. Guldina, herself a believing Muslim,
remembers: “In the 1960s, only one mosque was open officially: Mardzhani. The
religious holidays were celebrated there,
among them Kurban Gaet and Uraza Gaet.
But the celebration was only allowed to last
for one day. That’s why all the people didn’t
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fit in the mosque: Many stood outside in
the cold, in the snow. Later, after long and
exhausting pleading, the authorities allowed us to celebrate the holidays for three
days, so that all people could come.” Even
people with an entirely different attitude
to religion – members of the Party or the
Komsomol – remember the religious holidays in Mardzhani: “The people couldn’t
fit into the mosque, so they stood in the
street. There were mostly young people
who didn’t pray, but just came to watch.”
… as well as nowadays. Today, Mardzhani is no longer the city’s only functioning
mosque, but it is still one of the most popular
and adored mosques, the history of which
is known to every Muslim in Kazan. Moreover, a respected madrasah now belongs to
the mosque. Many young students from all
over Russia travel to Kazan to study their
religion’s principles and teachings there.
Address. Mardzhani Mosque (Mechet Mardzhani). On the corner of Ulitsa K. Nazyri and
Ulitsa S. Sultana, on the bank of Lake Kaban.
Mardzhani´s minaret
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Apanaevskaia mosque (Apanaevskaia Mechet)

A mosque for the tsarina. Like Mard- a local merchants‘dynasty. In the 19th
zhani, the Apanaevskaia Mosque was also century, the mosque was famous mainconstructed after Catherine the Great had ly for its madrasah, where young Musvisited Kazan and permitted the Tatars lims could receive religious education.
to erect their own religious buildings.
It is the city’s second oldest mosque; its
name goes back to the family Apanaev,

28

Mosque.

tar community organized the restorations.

This tradition of learning found an abrupt end

Valerii Kosushkin looks back: “I admire

with the mosque’s closure in 1930. The local

the Muslims, of course, because they or-

authorities chose to close the mosque ex-

ganized everything so fast. They also had

actly two days prior to Uraza Gaet, one of

their own workers. We didn’t have to deal

the most important Islamic holidays, which

with them much, since they usually belon-

many viewed as a deliberate attempt to hurt

ged to the mosque. But it was really ama-

the believers’ feelings. The mosque then

zing how they set about things to quickly.”

A

Kindergarden

in

the

was converted into a kindergarten: The
high tower with its half moon, the minaret,
was taken down and the mosque was en-

Address. Apanaevskaia Mosque (Apa-

larged by an additional storey. Its interior

naevskaia Mechet). Ulitsa K. Nazyri 27.

was destroyed and completely remodeled.
With the destruction of the minaret, the
building lost its religious character entirely; Passers-by could not have guessed that
this ordinary, two-storied house was in
fact one of Kazan’s oldest mosques. Our
interview partner Gulnara recalls: “I only
came to know that there were mosques
in Kazan when I actually arrived in the
city and started to work here. But I didn’t
know where exactly those mosques were.”
Speedy

reconstruction.

The

Apa-

naevskaia Mosque is currently being reconstructed, though it has been open to
believers already since 1995. The conservators, who restored the mosque in the
1990s, were surprised how quickly the TaThe reconstructed minaret
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Usmanovskaia mosque (Usmanovoskaia MeCHet)

A center of Tatar culture. The Usmanovskaia Mosque was built in 1867 by
Ziganshoi Bikmykhametovich Usmanov, a local merchant. In prerevolutionary times the
mosque used to be a center of Tatar cultural
life: The dramaturg G. Kamal lived there, to
name but one example, and the mosque accommodated the editorial office of a Tatar
language newspaper for a number of years.
Using the mosque as a factory. The
mosque was closed in 1931 and served as
a leather factory until the mid-1960s, when
parts of Kazan’s technical university were
moved there. The grandchildren of people
who had lived during those years remember how their grandparents described the
mosque’s shape and situation in the Soviet
Union. Danil tells us: “During Soviet time
the mosques were used for different purposes. During the war they were used as a
bread factory, then as a leather factory etc.”
Resurrection

and

comeback.

Al-

though it was classified as a “monument of
architecture” in 1981, the Muslim congregation only regained ownership of the mosque
thirteen years later. In 1995 a newly founded
madrasah was accomodated in the building.
The restoration works are continuing to this
30

day. Many people now visit the beautiful
mosque in the city’s center. Most visitors
are young people, but the elderly also come
to the site, feeling glad that the once rundown mosque is now being restored. Munira
states: “It is a good thing that the mosques
are open – and it’s even better, when people
actually go there. Nowadays, many people
come to the mosques, especially on holidays.” Guldina adds: “The minarets are being
re-erected, people are happy about that: At
last, they return to their appropriate places.”
Address. Usmanovskaia Mosque (Usmanovskaia Mechet). Ulitsa Tukaia 14/19.

The Usmanov Mosque on the busy Central Market
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Mosque Nizenkaia Bukharskaia
(Mechet Nizenkaia Bukharskaia)
A place of Muslim learning. The fact that the mosque is located at a consimerchant Musa Apanaev built this mosque derable distance to the city’s center, it is not
in 1808 in memory of his daughter. It is known to many people. To some believers,
constructed according to an architectural however, every mosque that was saved is of
style from Central Asia, which its name “Ni- special importance. Avgat, a young student
zenkaia Bukharskaia” refers to (Bukhara is a of the madrasah, thinks: “They wanted to
culturally important city in Usbekistan). Only destroy all mosques, but they didn’t achiea few decades younger than Mardzhani and ve this, because Allah wouldn’t allow it. Ivan
Apanaevskaia, the Mosque Nizenkaia Bu- the Terrible already destroyed mosques, bekharskaia is Kazan’s third mosque built from cause he wanted everybody to be Christian.
stone. Apanaev ordered the building to be Stalin also wanted to destroy everything, but
erected on the territory of the old cemetery thanks to Allah’s will nobody will be able to
in the New Tatar Suburb (Novaia Tatarskaia eliminate the Koran until Judgement Day.
Sloboda). In 1906, a madrasah was opened, So many people have tried to destroy Islam
one of Kazan’s biggest madrasahs. Young but failed, the communists just as well.”
men from the entire Volga region, from Siberia and Russia’s Northern territories came Address. Mosque Nizenkaia Bukharskaia
to Kazan to enroll in this school. They could (Mechet

Nizenkaia

Bukharskaia).

study a wide range of subjects: Koran ex- Ulitsa M. Gafuri 67.
egesis, jurisprudence, Arabic language, logic, arithmethics, geography, and rhetoric.
Serving as a factory. The mosque’s
activities came to a halt when Soviet authorities decided to close it in 1931. The minaret was taken down, a fur factory came
to be accommodated in the building. The
mosque has been open again since 1991,
as well as an appendant madrasah to educate future mullahs. By now, however,
the Novaia Tatarskaia Sloboda has changed into a grey, industrial part of town
and the mosque itself is in dire need of
restoration. The minaret was completely
reconstructed only on the eve of Kazan’s
millennium celebrations in 2005. Due to the

The reconstructed minaret
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Church of the Wonderworkers from Yaroslavl
at the Arskoe Cemetery (Tserkov Iaroslavskikh
Chudotvortsev na Arskom Kladbishche)

Protection

for

religious

treasures. One of the most popular and
frequented churches in Kazan, the Church
of the Wonderworkers from Yaroslavl, is located on the Arskoe cemetery. It was erected
in 1796. Initially, the church was a graveyard church where burials of the Orthodox
Christians took place. It therefore lacked
its own congregation and was associated
with the Annunciation Cathedral. This situation changed in 1925: After the Cathedral
of Annunciation had been closed, the graveyard church turned into a regular parish
church. By the end of 1930s, when all monasteries and most of the city’s churches
had already been closed, remaining religious items and valuables were transferred
to this church and stored there. The shrine
with the relics of archbishop St. Gury, to
name just one example, was saved that way.
The city’s only church. From 1938 to
1946 the graveyard church was the only
functioning church in the entire city and,
naturally, was very important to Kazan’s
Orthodox believers. The church in fact is
the only church that was not closed a single time in the Soviet period. In the eyes
of many, the graveyard church embodied
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Members of the project team in front of the church

the religious life of Kazan during the Soviet special procedure of registration, during
era. Babushka Ania remembers: “When we which they needed to provide a certificate
moved to Kazan the first church we came of their employment and prove that both
to was the church on the Arskoe cemete- parents agreed to the christening. Such
ry. Nobody had told me before and I didn’t decisions often negatively influenced the
even understand what a church really was.” young parents’ career, which is why many
looked for other ways to baptize their child.
Visiting

the

church

only

with

difficulties. Visiting this church was, At the city’s periphery – but cenhowever, for many an undertaking asso- tral to memory. Although the Church
ciated with risks and fears. Some con- of the Yaroslavl Wonderworkers is located
temporaries remember that people of the somewhat distanced from the city’s histoKomsomol were frequently standing at the rical center, it is nevertheless one of the
entrance, writing down the names of those most important churches to the inhabitants
who came to the church. Tamara remem- of Kazan. In fact, the church is the one
bers: “My husband’s mother was a very building that most people name in converreligious person. Whenever she went to sations about churches and monasteries.
church, she took a taxi at 5 a.m. and drove
to the Church of the Yaroslavl Wonderwor- Address. Church of the Wonderworkers
kers so that nobody could see her. Later, from Yaroslavl at the Arskoe Cemetery
the Komsomols stood at the doors of the (Tserkov Iaroslavskikh Chudotvortsev na
church and marked off those who came.” Arskom Kladbishche). Ulitsa Ershova 25.
Baptisms and burial services took place
in the church, and inhabitants of surrounding parts of the city often attended the
regular services. Boris recalls: “The district
where I lived as a child was close to the
Arskoe cemetery. For the people who lived
there, including my grandmother, it was
very easy to visit the church on religious
holidays, which they, of course, used to
do.” When the church was declared a cathedral, however, this complicated the
congregation’s religious life: When parents wanted to have their child baptized,
for example, they had to go through a
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Church of the Kazan Icon of the Holy Virgin
Mother in Tsaritsyno (Tserkov Kazanskoi Ikony
Bozhei Materi v Tsaritsyno)

Fighting

against

ultimate

clo-

sure. The church in Tsaritsyno, a former suburb that has been incorporated
in the city and is located not far from the
center, was built from 1825 to 1829 on
funds of the villages Tsaritsyno and Aki.
The church is one of the few churches in Kazan whose interior remained intact during
Soviet times. The church was closed only a
short time, in the years from 1938 to 1944.
During the Second World War the Church was
re-opened and not closed again. Boris recalls:
“The church in Tsaritsyno remained open.
Rumors said that there was a principal who
simply refused to hand over the keys when
Contemporary view of the church in Tsaritsyno

the authorities came to close the church. So
they could neither destroy nor demolish it.
There, in Tsaritsyno, even the bell-ringing
survived. I was about nine when I was there
and for the first time in my life heard bellringing. Later, in Khruschev’s era, the ringing was prohibited under the pretext that
it kept the local inhabitants from resting.”
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In

there and my children were baptized in the

al-

end.” Many believers came to this church in

ready been incorporated into the city, the

order to be christened or to christen their

church was transformed into the cathe-

children, to make a confession, receive the

dral of the Kazan diocese. This probably

communion or to order a funeral service.

Cathedral

On

the

when

1960s,

the

outskirts.

Tsaritsyno

had

happened because the church was so far
from the center and thus attracted less

Famous to this day. Nowaydays, not

visitors. The authorities originally plan-

only inhabitants of the appendant quar-

ned to take down the former cathedral,

ters visit the church in Tsaritsyno: Al-

the

most

St.

Nicolas

Cathedral.

However,

everybody

in

Kazan

knows

this

the plans were not realized. Older in-

memorable spot, even though it is loca-

habitants of Kazan know the church in

ted far from the city’s popular places.

Tsaritsyno very well. It was very difficult
to let one’s children be baptized, and this

Address. Church of the Kazan Icon of the

church, because it was located so far from

Holy Virgin Mother in Tsaritsyno (Tserkov

the city’s center, was a rather “safe place”

Kazanskoi Ikony Bozhei Materi v Tsaritsyno).

for christenings. Maria remembers how her

Ulitsa Pervaia Wladimirskaia 21 a.

own children were baptized there: “I baptized my children in 1965. In the Church of
the Yaroslavl Wonderworkers they refused
to do the baptism, they wanted a certificate of employment. Then I appealed to the
church in Tsaritsyno. That didn’t go without
difficulties either, but I had acquaintances
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›It just wasn’t a time of religion back then‹
Remembering Life in the Years of the Thaw

Travellers coming to Kazan today, almost
twenty years after the fall of the Soviet Union, at once notice the city’s religious plurality: Numerous churches and mosques
enrich the townscape and shape its beautiful silhouette, most visibly so two splendid
examples, the Mosque Kul Sharif and the
Annunciation Cathedral, in the Kremlin’s
very center. Less than fifty years ago, with
Nikita Khrushchev in power, the situation
was completely different: The state pursued an atheistic ideology and made efforts to
fight religion in many ways (p.10-13). In our
interviews we wanted to find out how people today, in a climate of religious freedom,
remember this period of their lives and how
they share their memories with us, young
students from Germany and Russia. In October 2007, we conducted interviews with 25
elderly inhabitants of Kazan, among them
Muslims and Christians as well as atheists
and people indifferent to religion. During the
conversations, we asked about our interviewees’ experiences with the anti-religious policies and about the religious life they led in
the 1950s and 1960s, the so-called “Thaw”.
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How did the anti-religious mea- God or the Party,” in their words. If beliesures impact citizens in their every- vers nevertheless decided to join one of the
day lives? Our interview partners remem- party organizations, this usually happened
ber the anti-religious measures of the Thaw because certain options and choices would
very differently. Some literally still seem to otherwise have been inaccessible to them.
feel the fear that kept them from visiting a Maria tells how she joined the Komsomol in
church or mosque and practicing their faith the tenth grade, although this was against
openly in those days. Maria remembers how her convictions, in order to be admitted to
many people covertly looked about before an important exam: “Only because of the
entering the church, in order to make sure exam did I join the Komsomol, afterwards
that nobody was watching. “All kept silent I quit this nonsense. I didn’t want to be a
about who believed and who didn’t, becau- komsomolka, because I was religious!”
se they were afraid.” Most of our intervie- Strikingly enough, many of our interviewees
wees, however, did not personally suffer start talking about the 1930s, although
from any anti-religious measures; many most of them did not actually witness this
even say that such a policy never existed. period themselves. We asked about antiIt seems that people were affected by the religious measures in the 1950s and 1960s,
state and came into contact with its pro- and many answered that such things had
visions in different ways and intensity. only existed under Stalin’s rule. The period
Our interview partners in fact led very dif- of the Thaw seems to be overshadowed by
ferent lives at that time – some came from the 1930s in the people’s remembrance.
the village and had only recently moved to Sometimes, both periods are associated
Kazan, others had been born and gone to with each other in hindsight: Liubov talks
school there, several took care of their fa- about how churches were looted and clergymily and therefore spent most of their time men assassinated in the 1930s: “Back then,
at home, while others had found work in a these things were done. The fear remained
factory or company. Despite of these dif- in people’s hearts and minds for a long
ferences, however, all interviewees in uni- time. That is why, when we were young, we
son remember that religiosity and party didn’t tell everyone at school that we were
membership were incompatible:

“Either celebrating religious holidays at home.”
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Was it possible to talk about reli-

had successfully been ousted from the pu-

gion in public? Although few of our in-

blic sphere. Natasha cannot recollect ever

terview partners remember being exposed

having seen a fellow student who was wea-

to veritable anti-religious measures, one

ring an Orthodox cross around the neck.

result of the state’s anti-religious activities

“You didn’t do these things. The idea that

becomes quite clear in the interviews: Reli-

God doesn’t exist was very real. It literally

gion was no longer a topic of public conver-

hovered in the air, it went without saying.”

sation. Be it due to fear, habit, indifference
or conviction – one did not talk about religion, it was not an issue. The public atmosphere seems to have been a specific one
which left no room to religion, or, as Munira puts it: “It just wasn’t a time of religion
back then.” Practicing religion in any way

Two Interview partners in Tatar costume.
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Did the people miss the religious
buildings at all? Traditionally, buildings – mosques, churches, madrasahs,
Sunday schools and monasteries – are very
important for the congregation and in each
individual’s religious life. Throughout the
Soviet Union religious buildings had been
closed or converted one after another in
the years following the October Revolution. This happened in Kazan as well, so
that only one mosque and three churches
were still open in the years of the Thaw.
Only one of the interview partners describes
the closure of a mosque in the 1930s as
a “real tragedy.” Guldina, a Tatar woman,
remembers that the incident made her feel there wasn’t much time for prayer anyway.
“as if a close relative was being buried.”
Most of our interviewees, however, do not
mention the closures or the absence of religious buildings in their life: They do not
seem to have missed the locations at all. Was it possible to lead a religious
The fact that former churches and mos- life despite of these obstacles?
ques were converted to archives or storing What was it like? There was no church
facilities, or the incident of a planetarium or mosque to visit, religion could not be a
being accomodated in the Peter and Paul’s topic of conversation in public – and yet:
Church similarly did not affect people stron- Many of our interview partners state that
gly. One of the very few exceptions to this is they nevertheless kept their faith in those
Tamara’s recollection of her mother-in-law, years. The interviews gave us an impressiwho despite all obstacles went at lengths on how this was possible: Religion retreto visit the Church of the Wonder Worke- ated to the private sphere, people practirers from Yaroslavl. Most of our intervie- ced their faith mainly at home. Guldina, a
wees, however, do not especially remember believing Muslim, explains that “people
the absence of religious buildings, it ap- who earnestly believed – no matter, how
parently did not change their everyday life old they were – continued praying and fasubstantially. Rashida, herself a believing sting in secret, even though this was forMuslim, even approves of the closures: In bidden.” Religion was lived in the families.
those days, she argues, it was necessary for All of our interview partners vividly rememthe people to work long and hard, so that ber how their families used to celebrate re41

ligious holidays. Liubov recalls: “Easter was
always a great feast with the entire family,
the best holiday altogether. Everything had
to be clean inside the house. All clothes had
to be new, and also the bed linen. We prepared delicious meals, made cakes and decorated eggs.” Similarly, Rashida tells us about
festivities in her childhood: “We always celebrated holidays at home. We ate good food
and smiled.” The religious content of these
holidays was, however, not always clear;
many holidays were in fact celebrated simply for reasons of tradition. Interview partners who were children at that time usually
learned about the holidays’ and rituals’ religious meaning only later. In many cases,

on, and on May 1 we went to the demonstra-

children were initially introduced to religion

tions. That was obligatory, we carried ban-

by their grandmothers: They told not only

ners, shouted “Hurra!” and marched along.”

fairy tales, but also stories from the Bible or

Many people continued to keep religious at-

the Koran to their grandchildren. It was also

tributes, such as the Koran, Bible, or icons

the grandmothers who, in Orthodox fami-

in their houses. Unlike the holidays, these

lies, frequently arranged for the small child-

attributes maintained their genuinely reli-

ren to be baptized: They could not suffer

gious meaning. It was, as our interviewees

any negative consequences at work, in case

recall, very hard to get icons, because they

somebody found out about the baptism.

were not openly sold any longer. Natasha

It is remarkable that the religious holidays

remembers that people even began to draw

were often mentioned in the same breath

icons themselves. The Koran, Bible and

with the official Soviet festivities. Guldina

other religious literature were also difficult

remembers: “We celebrated all holidays. In

to obtain. Muslims faced additional compli-

that time, we were such international people

cations: If one could find any copies of the

that we celebrated Kurban Bairam (Festival

Koran at all, they were often from prerevolu-

of Sacrifice), Uraza Bairam (celebration of the

tionary times. But those copies were written

end of Ramadan) and the October Revoluti-

in Arabic letters – which was not taught in
schools anymore. Fewer and fewer people
could therefore read the volumes available.
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merously visit the churches or mosques
really believe earnestly, or whether a good
What is the situation of religion part is not about commerce or fashion.
like nowadays? At a time when religion Yet, it is clear that strong faith and relihad been banned from the public sphere gious tolerance invariably belong to the
and could not be practiced freely, faith and city of Kazan – in present times as much
religiosity thus survived in the families and as in its past: With the re-opening of
their homes. Still more important to our the churches and mosques, as Guldina
interview partners than holidays and attri- finds, “Kazan has returned to its history.”
butes, however, is one’s personal faith – a
faith that was preserved “in the soul.” With
the end of the Soviet Union, religion could
experience a revival, a development most
of our interview partners are very happy
about. Many are convinced that “religion
leads only to the better,” or, according to a
Tatar proverb: “A religious person is also a
good person.” Muslims and Christians agree
on this question: It is not important which
religion a man or woman belongs to, but
that he or she believes at all. Rashida says:
“I won’t say that our religion is the best. Everyone has his or her own faith.” And Bibisara similarly asserts: “Everyone may believe
what he or she likes. The most important
thing is that nobody is humiliated.” Some of
our interviewees, however, critically judge
the renaissance of religion. They doubt
whether the people that nowadays so nuRemembering Soviet times
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Religious Kazan in the Eyes
of the Young Generation
Religion

and

faith

are

very

important

not only to the older generation, but
also to Kazan’s young people. Vladislav, who moved to Kazan from Ivanovo
(Central Russia) in order to enroll in the
madrasah Mukhamadiia, states: “Religion
matters very much to me, one can rightly
say that it is the most important thing in
my life.” Evgenii, who regularly attends a
Sunday school, says that his religion and
church give him security and orientation.
How did the young people come in
touch with religion? After seventy
years of official atheism, it has now been possible to freely practice religion in Russia for
15 years. Mosques and churches have been
re-opened. Some children and teenagers
have been brought up religiously, as, for example, Dilius describes: “My parents are religious, I have always led a religious life and
went to the mosque. There I learned about
Islam’s basic principles.” Other young people came to their religion thanks to friends
or, in some instances, clerics, even when
their parents are not especially religious.
Student of a madrasah giving an interview
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What

is

the

religious

life

like

nowadays? Many Muslim adolescents
like Vladislav especially moved from other
cities and regions to Kazan, in order to study at one of its famous madrasahs. Mosques and the appendant madrasahs, as well

What are the relations like bet-

as churches and their Sunday schools again

ween Muslims and Christians? Like

play a key role in Kazan’s religious life, just

the elderly inhabitants of Kazan, the young

as they did before the Revolution: Here,

people have very open and unreserved at-

people of all ages, but especially the youth,

titudes towards citizens of the other faith.

can acquire knowledge about their own reli-

Evgenii, a student of the Sunday school

gion. It is in these locations that the youth’s

at the St. Nicolas Cathedral, says: “My

religiosity evolves, but the madrasahs and

attitude to Muslims is a positive one, that

Sunday schools are also favored places to

is to say, they may freely believe. There’s

meet friends and spend one’s free time.

nothing special to it, it’s just a different

The Soviet history – both of “their” buildings

religion.” Dilius, who is enrolled at the Is-

and in general – is not very important to

lamic College in Kazan, states similarly:

the young people, they care about present

“Everyone has his or her own faith.” And

day’s religious life. The seven decades of

the young Christian Irina adds: “Ortho-

atheism have not only been overcome, but

dox Christians and Muslims are in fact not

already forgotten. Olga argues: “The So-

very far apart from each other, because

viet period is over, and what goes on now

they know that they have the same God.

and lies ahead is more important. I believe

That unites both religions. And that is why

in the future, not in the present or past.”

there aren’t any conflicts between them.”
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History Workshop Europe

We were able to realize our project in the
“History Workshop Europe,” a program
intended to promote young researches,
sponsored by the foundation „Remembrance, Responsibility and Future“ and the
Robert Bosch Foundation. Since 2004, this
program has provided funding for various
projects conducted by young scholars who
independently and critically look into existing interpretations of the past. Eligible
for funding are international groups whose
members come from at least two countries,
one of them being Germany, the other a
country in Eastern, Central or South Eastern
Europe, and are not older than 35 years. The
History Workshop is designed to feature a
twofold promotion of international cooperation and understanding: First, international exchange takes place within the project
team, and, second, the projects’ results are
expected to contribute to mutual understanding between nations. Projects have to
fall into one of three possible categories:
Regional memory, textbooks, or museums
and exhibitions; if included in the program,
project teams will receive funding of up to
10,000 Euros for the period of one year.
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